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1. Introduction

The generalized Lototsky (or [F, d]) sequence to sequence transformation
was defined by A. Jakimovski [3] as follows. Let d p e be a fixed se-
quence of complex numbers (d --1); then the elements Pn of the IF, d]
matrix are defined by

P00 1, P0k 0, k 0

II= (0 -k dk) / 1 -k d) =0 Pn 0.
Necessary conditions that this matrix be regular are :=1 pl -k co and

if limn_.oo exists then it must equal zero. V.F. Cowling and C. L. Miracle,
[1] and [2], have shown that the additional condition

is sufficient to guarantee regularity. They also conjectured that the necessary
conditions might alone be sufficient. That this is not the case is shown by an
example due to A. Meir [4]. The purpose of this paper is to give some general
conditions under which

n=lp -koo and limn0n 0

but the [F, d] transformation is not regular.

2. The main theorem
THEOREM 1. Let lim 0 0, 0 < 0 < /2 for all n. If there exists a

sequence a satisfying a for lc n and

lim. =/( + )
then the IF, d] transformation is not regular.

Proof. We note that an acceptable choice for the sequence a, is
a min 0 and proceed with the proof.
Assume the [F, d] matrix is regular. Let . p e where . 0 a

for k n. Define the elements b of the [F, ] matrix by

boo 1, b0 0, 0

s% (0 + ks)/ (1 + hs) =0b 0.
The elements P of the IF, d] matrix are given by
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1
bl 2(2.1) Pn h 1 -t- di) ’+"+’" "++=

=1

where s 0 or 1 and the summation is taken over all possible values of the
s such that s + s2 + s n . Similarly the elements bnk of the
[F, X] matrix are given by

b (1 + X) .+,+...+,+n

Now since X o e d e- we have

( + x)"+"+"’+"+
so

ESlq-S2-t-...+Sn+k= d d dSn bnk Hjn=l ]1 + x; ].

and since

we hve

(2.3) =0 Pn >-- II--- 1 q- X, / 1 + dj) .
Using k p(cos + i sin ) and d p(cos O + i sin ) we obtain

1 + Xi [1 + 2Oi(cos fl cos 0)1/2

1 +dj l+2peos0+]
Writing cosn cos 0 as a product of sines and noting that a < i + 0 <
we use the fact that sin 4 (2/)4 for 0 4 N v/2 to obtain

l+X >(1 + 4Pia(20--a))ll + dj (1+o)

> 1+ (1 +
sinee0 aforj N n. Thus

kl/2

= 1 + dj i= v(1 + pi)]
(2.4)

1+.= (l+o)V

(2.2)

Inserting absolute values in (2.1), summing over/c from 1 to n, and using
(2.2) we obtain
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But this estimate can be obtained for each n and since this last quantity
diverges to plus infinity, EknolPnl is not uniformly bounded for all n and
the assumed regularity of the [F, dn] matrix is contradicted.

It is clear that a similar theorem could be proven with the hypothesis
r/2 > 0n > 0 for all n replaced by -/2 < 0n < 0 for all n. See [1, Theorem
2.3].

3. A special case of Theorem 1
In the hypotheses of the previous theorem we have not precluded the

possibility that the sequence pn might tend to zero or plus infinity. If,
however, we supply this restriction, the following sharper statement can
be obtained.
THEOREM 2. If, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1,

M >_ pn >_ N > 0 and On O(n-1/2 log (n -F 1))

where > 0 then the IF, d,] transformation is not regular.

Proof. Assume the IF, d,] matrix to be regular. Then from (2.3) und
(2.4) and the additional restriction on pn we have

4r 2 / 1/2

C-1/2Let an log’ (n + 1) where e’ satisfies s > s’ > 0 and is to be specified
later and C is a positive constant. Then

P, > 1 + -’1
(n -t- 1)

(a.1)
> 2(NC)/

log’(n -t- 1).
--r(1 - M)

Now since On 0 (n-/ log(n -- 1) we have lim 0 0 and

0 >_ Cn-/ log (n - 1)

for j _< n and n sufficiently large with the possible exception of the first few
terms since the sequence n-1/ log (n -- 1) is ultimately monotone. We now
specify ’ < to be sufficiently small so that 0 _> Cn-/ log’ (n -- 1) for
all j _< n. Then from (3.1) we see that %0 P fails to be uniformly
bounded for all n and the [F, dn] matrix is not regular.

If we choose Pn 1 for all n and 1/2 we obtain Meir’s example [4].
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